When breaks occur, equilibrium-correction models (EqCMs) based on cointegration face forecasting problems. We investigate approaches to alleviate forecast failure following a location shift, including updating, intercept corrections, differencing, and estimating the future impact of an 'internal' break during its progress. Although updating can lead to a loss of cointegration when an EqCM suffers an equilibrium-mean shift, we show that updating can help when collinearites are changed by an 'external' break and the EqCM itself remains constant. Both mechanistic corrections help compared to just retaining a pre-break estimated model, but an estimated model of the break process could outperform. Throughout, we apply the approaches to the much-studied example of EqCMs for UK M1, and compare with updating a learning function as the break evolves.
Introduction
Building on the earlier tradition of 'error correction' in Phillips (1954) , Sargan (1964) , and Davidson, Hendry, Srba and Yeo (1978) , the cointegration revolution sparked by Granger (1981) and Engle and Granger (1987) has greatly improved the econometric modeling of integrated time series: see e.g., Hendry (2004) , Juselius (2000, 2001) for recent surveys. By imposing convergence to equilibrium trajectories from long-run economic analysis, based on the isomorphism between cointegration and equilibrium-correction mechanisms (EqCMs), many new empirical economic insights have been gained.
Unfortunately, that very strength of cointegration when modeling has proved to be its Achilles heel in forecasting, namely a susceptibility to systematic forecast failure: see Hendry (1998, 1999) . The forms of structural breaks that are pernicious for forecasting with cointegrated systems are location shifts, namely, breaks which change the underlying equilibrium means of the cointegration relationships. When such changes are not modeled, a cointegrated system converges back to its prebreak equilibrium-irrespective of where the post-break data are located-inducing systematic forecast failure: see Hendry (2002, 2006) . Shifts in other parameters of a cointegrated systemwhen equilibrium means and growth rates are unchanged-are much less damaging to forecasts, and indeed may even be difficult to detect ex post: see Hendry (2000) . Ex post, however, locations shifts are relatively easily detected and modeled.
On the other hand, for ex ante forecasting, problems abound: predicting the precise timing, form, and magnitude of location shifts seems beyond the scope of present methods. Thus, we consider whether forecast performance can be improved by forecasting during a break, which either alters the parameters of the model in use, or is induced by changes elsewhere in the economy. As shown in Hendry (2006) , the class of EqCMs includes most econometric systems without imposed unit roots (regressions, VARs, DSGEs, GARCH and special cases thereof), and they all share a range of generic properties, of which the crucial feature here is their convergence back to a pre-shift equilibrium. Consequently for clarity, we establish the behavior of any proposed solution in the simplest EqCM exemplar, rather than in a general cointegrated system. This serves to highlight the key aspect of each proposal, and guides the empirical modeling illustration.
When a break is not predicted, possible solutions to avoiding continued forecast failure include the well-known techniques of intercept corrections and differencing, both being 'robust' solutions to past unmodeled location shifts. These are considered below as benchmarks against which to judge improvements in forecasting during breaks. For the former, Hendry and Santos (2005) consider 'setting the model on track' at the forecast origin, while Reade (2007) investigates smoothing recent corrections, in both cases for a step shift. Here, we examine their behavior during an evolving break. For the latter, Hendry (2006) proposes an explanation for the forecasting success of so called 'naive' devices, such as differencing, and also derives a hybrid that transforms a vector EqCM to robustify forecasts against past breaks, while retaining the causal information embodied in the cointegration relationships. That approach is investigated here for an evolving break, since it performs well even in the absence of knowledge of the causes of the break when applied to forecast UK M1 after 1984, which is the illustration we use throughout.
While both these 'corrections' can improve dramatically over simply maintaining the system estimated prior to the break, and retain the causal information embodied in the equilibrium-correction terms-of importance in any policy context-neither is optimal: both double the forecast-error variances as a trade-off against reductions in biases. Moreover, little is also known about updating as the time after a break increases. Thus, this paper also considers potential improvements in forecasting during location shifts by estimating the impacts of breaks during their progress. Even if the initial onset of a break is not forecast, since the final effect will generally differ from its impact in dynamic processes, methods for estimating the outcomes of breaks during their progress may still prove valuable. In particular, by modeling the break process, its future progress can be anticipated, which we show could improve forecasts. Doing so requires a modified forecasting model which embodies an 'auxiliary' device to forecast the progress of the break, such that the resulting forecasts are usefully accurate and their forecast-error uncertainty is accurately measured: the type of approach in (e.g.) Pesaran, Pettenuzzo and Timmermann (2006) offers possibilities for the latter, and is not considered here. These are demanding requirements because of the very changes inherently induced by location shifts in equilibria, which thereby automatically alter the pre-break collinearity structure. This can lead to a marked and unavoidable increase in uncertainty with an adverse impact on mean square forecast errors (MSFEs), despite the increased information which results from the break. Such an impact turns out to be unavoidable, so for example, deleting collinear variables does not help unless they are in fact essentially irrelevant: see Clements and Hendry (2005) . Nevertheless, section 3 establishes that rapid information updates at the forecast origin can dramatically reduce the forecast uncertainty deriving from changed collinearities.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the forecast failure resulting from location shifts in a cointegrated or equilibrium-correction system using UK M1 as an example, following the Banking Act of 1984, which legalized interest-bearing sight deposits, and hence radically shifted the opportunity costs of holding money, altering demand relative to the prevailing information. Section 3 investigates forecast accuracy following an 'external break' that alters collinearity but leaves the forecasting model unchanged, and demonstrates the advantages of updating parameter estimates in that setting. Section 4 analyzes the relative performance of various forecasting devices during an internal break, including intercept corrections, differencing and estimating a break-adjustment function in a simple setting relevant to the empirical illustration in section 5. Section 5 investigates forecasting during a break for a model of UK M1, and contrasts the 'agnostic' modeling of the break effects with the learning function approach in Baba, Hendry and Starr (1992) and Hendry and Ericsson (1991) which uses economic theory to constrain the effect through the shift in opportunity costs of holding money. Section 6 concludes.
Forecast failure in a cointegrated system
Location shifts -changes in equilibrium means -are the most pernicious form of breaks for cointegrated systems as they induce non-stationarity and systematic forecast failure. The theory behind this claim is established in Hendry (1998, 2006) , and confirmed by their taxonomies of forecast errors. In practice, forecast failure remains common -and systematic -as figure 1 illustrates for a model of UK M1 estimated pre-1984: this failure will be the focus of the empirical illustration in section 5. The sample of quarterly observations is over 1964(3) to 1989(2), for the following series: 1 M nominal M1 I real total final expenditure (TFE) at 1985 prices P the TFE deflator R LA the three-month local authority interest rate R S the interest rate on sight bank deposits
The main reason for the drastic failure seen in figure 1 is a shift in the equilibrium mean relative to its in-sample value. When that shift is not modeled, the estimated feedback coefficient converges on zero as the estimation sample grows, which allows better tracking of the changing data at the loss of cointegration: see e.g., Perron (1989) and Hendry and Neale (1991) . Figure 2 reports recursive estimates of the associated feedback coefficient for the cointegrating relation m − p = i − 8.7∆p + 6.6R LA (lower case denotes logs). As can be seen, the intercept (which measures the growth rate of real money in a differenced relation), falls towards 0.007 (panel a), the estimated feedback coefficient ( α 1 ) converges on zero (b), the 1-step ahead forecast errors lie outside the pre-existing 95% forecast interval (c), and the sequence of forecast Chow (1964) tests increasingly strongly rejects (d). The bottom row panels show the improvement in 'tracking' from full sample estimation (ex post, panel e), where α 1 = −0.05 (0.01) as against ex ante, where α 1 = −0.10 (0.008) (panel f). 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 Both panels show the coefficient on the interest rate R LA , in the long-run money demand vector on the left, and the long-run output vector on the right, when estimated recursively after the break. If the model is left unadjusted, then the impact of the equilibrium-mean shift manifests in the interest rate coefficient in the money demand vector. This tries to adjust to compensate for a fall in the opportunity cost of holding money -which was hitherto measured by R LA -even though, in reality, the slope parameters in the cointegrating relationship have not changed.
Since other (mean-zero) breaks are of less relevance for forecast failure, the crucial information needed to avoid systematic forecast failure in cointegrated systems is to forecast location shifts. As this is currently infeasible in general, one might attempt to forecast their ongoing effects after such shifts occur, as is the focus of this paper. At a minimum, adapting rapidly to a break can help considerably, so we also examine such strategies. Early detection of breaks using higher-frequency data could help in quick implementation of either adaptation, but a forecast-error taxonomy for time disaggregation shows that it does not per se reduce the impacts of location shifts on forecast errors (see Castle and Hendry, 2008) , and measurement errors in high-frequency real-time data may attenuate that benefit. However, we first need to address the problem that, even though breaks increase data second moments and thereby lower estimation uncertainty, most breaks also induce collinearity changes, usually increasing it-at precisely the wrong moment from the forecaster's perspective. 
Forecasting during an external break
Structural breaks generally alter the collinearities between variables, and so despite there being an increase in the information content of the data due to the shift, there is an offsetting adverse impact on MSFEs due to changes in collinearity. This is unavoidable, as deleting collinear variables does not mitigate the problem, unless the variables are irrelevant or nearly so. Hence, despite knowing the DGP, and even correctly predicting a location shift, parameter estimation updating is valuable in mitigating the impact of changing collinearity as we now show. To illustrate the issues involved, we consider the simplest EqCM, namely a constant-parameter DGP correctly modeled by a conditional regression model:
with the marginal process:
distributed independently of {ǫ t }, where Ω = Σ + µµ ′ = H ′ ΛH with H ′ H = I n in-sample. Allowing for a post-sample change that:
after estimating (1) over the full sample as:
with:
where ǫ T +1|T = y T +1 − y T +1|T , the 1-step ahead MSFE for known regressors is:
From (5), the increase in uncertainty will depend most on the ratio of the smallest eigenvalues, λ * (n) /λ (n) say, which could be large. If there is no shift, so λ * i = λ i ∀i, then (5) reduces to the conventional σ 2 ǫ (1 + n/T ), but (e.g.) for T = 50, λ (n) = 0.0001 and λ * (n) = 0.05, then λ * (n) /T λ (n) = 10, inducing a huge increase in MSFE. Other ratios may also matter, and (5) only rises when collinearity is reduced by a break, but that seems likely for a shift in µ.
A new result here is that one period later, after estimation updating:
The reduction in uncertainty depends most on the effect from the smallest eigenvalue ratio. If β (1,T ) is retained, then (5) would continue to hold as λ *
(n)n in (7). For T = 50, λ (n) = 0.0001 and λ * (n) = 0.05, the former is 0.05/ (51 × 0.0001) = 9.8, and the latter 0.05/ (0.05 + 0.05) = 0.5, leading to a dramatic reduction of the estimation uncertainty contribution.
We also obtain the impact on rolling-window estimatorsβ (k,T ) :
which must be worse than (5). However at T + 1 using β (k+1,T +1) , so some of the break period is in-sample, then a substantive reduction ensues:
These impacts of a change in collinearity at the forecast origin were assessed in a Monte Carlo experiment based on (1) in which z t consists of an intercept and two white-noise processes. The parameter values set to result in a population non-centrality of 2 using (14), with T = 50 and a forecast horizon h = 10. The intercept β 0 = 0.28 for a non-centrality of 2. We consider changes in Ω at time T from Ω to Ω * . 1-step forecasts are computed for T + 1 to T + h, for known regressors, and MSFEs are recorded for each forecast horizon. The forecasts considered include those from (4) based on in-sample parameter estimates (3); forecasts y T +h|T +h−1 = β ′ (1,T +h−1) z T +h based on updating parameter estimates using the available sample:
and forecasts y T +h|T +h−1 = β ′ (k+h−1,T +h−1) z T +h based on rolling parameter estimates:
where k = 10, 25. Figure 4 records the results for the various Ω and Ω * reported in table 1. When the smallest eigenvalue ratio is small, there is little impact on the estimation contribution (see panels a and b), and short rolling windows are very detrimental. When the smallest eigenvalue ratio is larger, recursive estimation yields a greater improvement over the in-sample estimation, and rolling estimation does reasonably well some time after the break: see panel c. For a large eigenvalue ratio, panel d, the impact of changing collinearity is evident. After 2 steps, all updating methods are preferable to the forecasts based on in-sample estimates. Rapid updating is required to capture both the location shift and the change in collinearity between variables caused by the location shift. Observe that the impact of the shift depends on the ratio of eigenvalues and not the levels of correlation themselves. A shift from a correlation of 0.99 to 0.001 appears extreme, but a shift of the same magnitude results from λ (n) = 0.001 to λ * (n) = 0.1. Table 1 : Ω, Ω * and smallest eigenvalue ratio for Monte Carlo experiments in figure 4.
Model mis-specification can exacerbate the changing collinearity problem. Partition z t = z ′ 1,t : z ′ 2,t , where n 1 + n 2 = n with
, and the z ′ i,t are mutually orthogonal, as the 'best case'. Collinearity between z 1,t and z 2,t can be handled by orthogonalization, as happens anyway on omitting the latter. Omitting z 2,t , the forecast is:
with unconditional MSFE:
This trade-off is key to forecast-model selection. Since β ′ 2 Λ * 22 β 2 = n i=n 1 +1 β 2 i λ i , defining the noncentrality of the squared t-test of H 0 : β j = 0 by:
the unconditional MSFE is (see Clements and Hendry, 2005) :
The impact of interactions between collinearity and mis-specification were assessed in a Monte Carlo experiment based on the previous design in which the mis-specification is omitting one of the regressors. Figure 5 illustrates the results for the largest shift in collinearity in the previous simulation with a smallest λ ratio of 99.9. For τ 2 > 1 we set β 0 = 0.2, β 1 = β 2 = 2 such that τ 2 = 2 in-sample for an eigenvalue of λ i = 0.01, and for τ 2 < 1, we set β 0 = 0.1, β 1 = β 2 = 1 such that τ 2 = 0.5.
When τ 2 > 1, the MSFEs of the mis-specified model are substantially worse for most estimation methods. Under constant collinearity, the mis-specified model's forecasts using rolling windows of 10 and 25 observations outperform the equivalent correctly-specified forecasts due to estimation uncertainty. For changing collinearity, all mis-specified models perform much worse, except for a lower MSFE in the period immediately after the break (T + 1) and using a rolling window with 10 observations. Note the much greater scale on the graphs for changing collinearity.
However, when τ 2 < 1, so the omitted variable has a low non-centrality, the mis-specified model can do better than the estimated DGP under both constant and changing collinearity. Under constant collinearity, the forecasts from the mis-specified models all improve on the correctly-specified models, albeit the gains are marginal for the full sample and recursive estimates: this demonstrates that parameter estimation uncertainty is of less importance here. Under changing collinearity, all forecasts outperform the un-updated correct in-sample model after 3 steps, although correctly-specified models that update still outperform mis-specified models. We also considered smaller changes in collinearity. Figure 6 records the impact of a shift in collinearity given by the smallest λ ratio of 9 in panels a and b, and 0.11 in panels c and d (see table 1 for the corresponding covariance matrices), again with parameters chosen to deliver τ 2 = 2 or 0.5 in-sample. When the mis-specification is large, i.e. τ 2 > 1, the correctly-specified models mostly outperform the mis-specified models, although rolling windows do incur a cost such that mis-specified models can be preferable. When τ 2 < 1 the mis-specified models often have a lower MSFE than the correctly-specified models, in keeping with the above analysis.
Four conclusions follow from this analysis of changing collinearity when using mis-specified models. First, one minimizes E[ǫ 2
T +1|T ] by eliminating all regressors where τ 2
] is possibly smaller than the MSFE of the estimated DGP equation. Thirdly, one cannot forecast better simply by dropping collinear variables if they are relevant with τ 2 β j > 1. Fourthly, updating only reduces the first term in (13), so the mis-specification component increases relatively. Hence it is especially valuable to correctly eliminate or retain variables when λ * (n) /λ (n) is large.
Forecasting during an internal break
Again we consider the simplest DGP, now given by: Figure 6 : Interactions of collinearity with mis-specification where 1 {t≥T } is an indicator function which is zero before time T , and unity thereafter, and ψ > 0, although α and λ could have either sign. The existence of a break at time T is known, but the form it takes is not known, to match section 5. Figure 7 shows the plot of an exemplar of (16) when λ = 1 and ψ = 0.2, with the own interest rate (R S but scaled by 10) following the Banking Act. Despite its simplicity, (16) can be interpreted as having y t as the deviation of ∆x t from an equilibrium correction, so α denotes the unconditional growth rate, and λ [1 − exp (−ψ [t − T + 1])] 1 {t≥T } models the shift in the equilibrium mean. 
and the outcome at T + 1 from (16) is:
We consider four alternative 1-step ahead forecasting devices: 4.1 an intercept-corrected model (IC); 4.2 a differenced device; 4.3 an estimated version of (16); and 4.4 ignoring the break, forecasting each of T + 1 from T , and then T + 2 from T + 1 in subsection 4.5.
Intercept correction
Here the model of (16) is:
where D {T } is a dummy variable with the value unity from T onwards, and is zero otherwise. As D {T } = 1, using the full-sample data, γ is the sample mean over 1 . . . T − 1, so E [ γ] = α:
and:
so E δ = λ (1 − exp (−ψ)) and:
The forecast is y T +1|T = γ + δ, so from (17) the error is ǫ T +1|T = y T +1 − y T +1|T :
so as usual, an IC doubles the forecast error variance. Thus, the MSFE is:
Differenced device
This is simply:
or y T +1|T = y T , so from (17), letting ǫ T +1|T = y T +1 − y T +1|T :
with E ǫ T +1|T = λ exp (−ψ) [1 − exp (−ψ)] and:
Differencing also doubles the forecast error variance, so the MSFE is:
Estimated DGP
Next, using the sample mean over 1 . . . T − 1 for α in (16), since λ and ψ cannot be separately estimated at T , the forecast from the estimated DGP is again identical to the IC:
so the MSFE is:
Thus, (23), (26) and (28) are identical, despite (26) not estimating any parameters. This result is not likely to hold for forecasting y T +2 from a forecast origin at T + 1, as the third method should 'track' the evolving break better than the first two.
An unadjusted model
Finally, if no action is taken in the face of the break:
where ← − α = T t=1 y t /T , then:
with MSFE:
The ranking varies with the DGP parameter values, specifically the size of the break relative to σ 2 ǫ , but in general (30) will be larger than (23), (26) and (28) for breaks bigger than σ ǫ .
Numerical illustration
For the parameter values in figure 7, namely λ = 1 and ψ = 0.2 when σ ǫ = 0.1 and T = 100, which is an initial shift of 1.8σ ǫ , then (23)=(26)= (28) and (30) have the values 0.0420 and 0.1176, see figure  8 . Thus, the 'corrections' for the break outperform relative to taking no action, and would do so even for values of σ ǫ as large as 0.25.
2-periods later
Now the outcome is:
Intercept correction
Updating using (18), γ remains as before, but there are two possibilities, namely extending D {T } , or setting D {T } = 1 {T } and adding D {T +1} . We consider the former here, as the latter yields a similar analysis to 4.1 moved forward one period. Thus:
) /2 and:
The forecast is y T +2|T +1 = γ + δ 2 , with error ǫ T +2|T +1 = y T +2 − y T +2|T +1 so:
where E ǫ T +2|T +1 = λ exp (−ψ) (1 + exp (−ψ) − 2 exp (−2ψ)) /2, and hence:
Estimating two parameters here to offset the break only adds 50% to the forecast error uncertainty over a known DGP, but 'smoothing' the IC imparts a bias.
Differencing
This forecasting device remains:
so letting ǫ T +2|T +1 = y T +2 − y T +2|T +1 :
This is generally smaller than (34), as:
so the 2-period averaged IC should be dominated by the differenced model for forecasting T + 2.
Estimated DGP
Now λ and ψ can be estimated by non-linear optimization, albeit with considerable uncertainty, from
Using the form in (16) allows 'extrapolation' to the outcome in the next period, namely:
where α remains as before. The forecast error ǫ T +2|T +1 = y T +2 − y T +2|T +1 from (38) is:
] depends on the (co)variances of all the estimated parameters. The MSFE need not exceed M ǫ T +2|T +1 , due to eliminating the bias by projecting an additional period ahead, but at 2 periods later for this 'ogive' break, estimating the DGP seems unlikely to outperform given the potentially large variance effects. However, as the post-break sample increases, its performance relative to mechanistic corrections should improve.
An unadjusted model
If no action is taken after the break:
where
Simulation results
The results in sections 4.1-4.5 were checked in a simulation in which the DGP is generated by (16) for the parameter values in 4.4.1: λ = 1, ψ = 0.2, σ ǫ = 0.1 and T = 100. M = 10, 000 replications were undertaken, and results for up to 4 periods after the break for the 4 alternative forecast devices are reported in figure 8 which summarises the results. 3 The results demonstrate that estimating the 'ogive' break does yield a lower MSFE than the IC, even just 2 periods after the break, due to a reduction in bias, but not relative to the differencing device where the MSFEs are similar even up to 4 periods later. All updating devices do substantially better than ignoring the break. Thus, taking no action does not seem advisable unless the shift is small. 
Empirical illustration
The phenomena discussed above are illustrated in an application to the data on money demand in the UK, using the time series defined in section 2. We use the models in Hendry and Mizon (1993) and Hendry and Doornik (1994) (also see Hendry, 1979 , Hendry and Ericsson, 1991 , Boswijk, 1992 , Boswijk and Doornik, 2004 , and express the variables as a cointegrated system. The theoretical basis is a model which links demand for real money, m − p (lowercase denoting logs) to (log) income i (transactions motive) and the interest rate R LA measuring the opportunity cost of holding money. The Banking Act of 1984 altered the opportunity cost, since it simultaneously allowed banks to pay interest on checking accounts (which is captured by R S , the interest rate on sight deposits) but required them to report interest income payments to the Inland Revenue. The latter change affected individuals who had hitherto not paid income tax on interest income (previously banks were not obliged to report). By switching wealth to checking accounts, though, they were able to earn R S interest on deposits, whilst previous non-payment of interest income could be attributed to its absence on such accounts. In combination, these forces provided both the demand and supply for a shift in assets from non-M1 deposits to M1.
The break caused by the Banking Act is relevant to the framework developed above, in two respects. First, the dramatic shift in the opportunity cost shown in figure 9 , panel (b) (as R D = R LA − R S ) is a significant non-linearity that needs to be modelled correctly to avoid the systematic forecast failure shown in figure 1 for a model using R LA . Secondly, since the cause of the change was legislative, and knowledge of it did not spread immediately across the economy, the case offers potential insights into forecasting during a structural change through modeling the learning process, a third variant as in (41).
The baseline system is from Hendry and Mizon (1993) , which uses R LA as the opportunity cost measure, and we contrast this with the learning-adjusted measure used by Hendry and Doornik (1994) . The process by which agents in the economy learn of the structural change is captured by a weighting function w t of the form analyzed in section 4:
with α, β > 0, and t * = 1984(3). The weight is applied to the interest rate on sight deposits R S , and the resulting series R 0,t = R LA − w t R S,t is added to the system. In estimating the parameters α and β in the weight function, and then using the function itself in the system, we can address two important issues:
1. How quickly did agents respond to the shift in the opportunity cost, and at what point would an econometrician have been able to learn about this?
2. Provided that they succeeded in modeling the adjustment process, how soon could an econometrician have used this updated knowledge to forecast better than the alternatives of no adjustment or a robust method?
The first sheds light on the adjustment process in the aftermath of the break. We can address that question by using the single-equation specification in Hendry and Ericsson (1991) to obtain estimates for α and β in a non-linear regression. 4 Over the whole sample period, 1964(3) to 1989(2), the parameter estimates obtained for α and β are 3.16 and 0.74 respectively, consistent with previous studies in the literature: Hendry and Ericsson (1991) found estimates of 5.0 and 1.2 for the same coefficients using US data. 5 Using these estimates, we construct a weighted series, applying the full-sample estimates at all points following the break at t * = 1984(3), which is shown as the solid line in panel (a) of figure 9. The weight is zero before 1984(3), climbs to approximately 0.6 within four quarters of t * and is close to unity after eight quarters. Thus, adjustment was moderate, with nearly complete transition to the interest rate differential R D,t = R LA,t − R S,t after two years, although the fact that it took one year to adjust half way suggests some sluggishness. From the perspective of an observer at the time, we can establish how quickly plausible estimates of α and β could have been obtained, through recursive estimation of the non-linear equation. Since there are two parameters, the first viable estimates are available in 1985(1), the third quarter following the break, but these estimates, α = 85.8 and β = 28.9, are wild, so for the first three periods after the break, we impose w t = 0. Thereafter, parameter estimates are stable, allowing plausible values of w t to be constructed, as shown by the dotted line in panel (a) of figure 9. Thus, by the second quarter of 1985 -within a year of the break taking place -an econometrician with knowledge of R S (which was in the public domain) could have obtained a realistic estimate of the adjustment process in (41).
To answer the second question, we embed the resulting learning-adjusted interest rate R 0,t = R LA,t − w t R S,t shown in panel (b) of figure 9 into the four-variable system discussed above (i.e., replacing R LA,t with R 0,t ). Then, using an expanding estimation window from 1984(2), we can compare the root MSFEs (RMSFEs) of the set of eight dynamic forecasts from the end of each recursive estimation point. Figure  10 shows the RMSFE series for the baseline model incorporating R LA (denoted M R LA ) and the adjusted model with R 0 (M R 0 ). As panel (a) demonstrates, once a learning adjustment is incorporated into the forecast -at 1985(2) -there is a dramatic improvement in forecast accuracy, with the RMSFE falling by 55%, which Morgan-Granger-Newbold tests of comparative forecast accuracy show to be statistically Figure 9 : Learning weights significant (see Morgan, 1940) . Even before the weight w t reaches one (for instance, in 1985(2), when w t = 0.519), there is still a benefit from including an adjusted interest rate series. By 1986(2), nearly two years after the break, this benefit is even larger (w t is close to unity by this stage), although the bulk of improvement in accuracy occurs within the first year. The early success of this learning adjustment in improving accuracy is itself beaten by interceptcorrected forecasts, which appear as a dotted line in panel (a) of figure 10. These were obtained by adding an intercept correction term like that in (18), to an I(0) representation of the cointegrated system. The IC dummy in this case is equal to one in 1985(1) and 1985(2), and found to be significant in only the real money equation (and therefore the IC-adjusted model is omitted from panel (b) of figure 10). 6 Using the IC to set the forecasts of money growth back on track, and then integrating these growth rates to provide forecasts in levels, there is an immediate improvement, confirming the benefit of this approach that was identified in section 4. After three periods, though, the ogive-adjusted model dominates, suggesting a role for explicit modeling of the break process.
Noting that RMSFEs are measured relative to the model's own interest rate (for M R LA this is R LA , and for M R 0 it is R 0 ), panel (b) in figure 9 reveals an interesting point about the structural break (in the form of a step shift) that occurs in the interest rate series R 0,t : since there is an (ex ante unpredictable) fall in the interest rate, forecasting models such as M R 0 suffer from predictive failure because they attempt to forecast post-break observations using pre-break data. Since this shift did not affect R LA , we can now explain why M R LA actually forecasts its own interest rate better than M R 0 does. Once the learning-adjusted model succeeds in forecasting its interest rate more accurately, there is a concomitant improvement in accuracy for the real money forecasts as well. We can see the importance of a correct equilibrium mean when forecasting with VEqCM models by comparing panels (a) and (b) of figure 11. Both show a sequence of four-step forecasts of the level of real money before, during and after the break in the opportunity cost. Prior to the change, both the learningadjusted and unadjusted models share identical forecasts, and demonstrate some success in forecasting the rate of increase in real money. However, when the Banking Act alters the cointegrating equilibrium mean, the unadjusted model forecasts start to undershoot real money persistently. Underlying this is the fact that inside the cointegrated system, the growth in real money responds partly to any long-run disequilibrium in the system. When this changes in reality, but not in the forecast model, then problems ensue, as at each point the forecasts point to a correction back to the incorrect equilibrium mean. By using a learning-adjusted model in panel (b), the change in the mean is captured successfully, which explains why this model can forecast more accurately after 1985(2), when learning is incorporated.
Conclusions
Changes in equilibrium means create serious forecasting problems for all members of the large class of equilibrium-correction models (EqCMs), including those based on cointegration. We have considered several approaches to alleviating forecast failure following such location shifts, including updating, intercept corrections, differencing, and estimating the future impact of a break during its progress.
We find that updating can help when collinearites are changed by an 'outside' break but the EqCM itself remains constant. Dropping collinear variables does not help, even when such variables are not very significant. Updating the pre-break model helps offset forecast failure for location shifts in the EqCM, but at a cost of loss of cointegration. Mechanistic corrections help in that setting as well, compared to just retaining a pre-break estimated model. A model of the break process should be able to outperform, but seems to require at least three periods into an evolving break to do so.
The much-studied example of EqCMs for UK M1 illustrated the analysis, and showed some gains from updating a learning function as the break evolves. That empirical example suggests that even if a break is not predicted, its course can sometimes be tracked quite well relatively soon after its occurrence, and economic analysis based restrictions had clear value added after a learning modification.
We conclude that progress in developing forecasting models with an ability to adapt to breaks and forecast during the progress of a break is feasible, and could be invaluable in cointegrated processes.
